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INTRODUCTION

In recent years many collision experiments have been per-

formed in order to investigate and understand the interaction

between heavy particles: positive ions and atoms. The informa-

tion that has been obtained by these experiments on the inter-

action forces has resulted in a better understanding of

their physical origin. A good theoretical description is pos-

sible, especially for collisions in which the motion of the

nuclei is much slower than the motion of the valence electrons

such that a quasi-molecular description is appropriate. Pro-

cesses like resonant and non-resonant charge transfer and elect

tronic ana viorational excitation can be described in terms

of coupling between the electronic states involved.

Transitions between the electronic states can be expressed

explicitly in coupling terms by evaluating the full time-

independent Schrodinger equation, see e.g. O'Malley [1]. The

evaluation of this Schrodinger equation, however, is not a

necessity. The de Broglie wavelength associated with the velo-

city of the nuclei in these collision experiments is small

compared to the range of the potential energies involved.

Hence,the motion of the nuclei can be treated classically or

semi-classically. In this approach the nuclei are thought to

move along some classical trajectory R"(t), with well de

fined positions and momenta at each instant of time. The inter-

nuclear and nuclear-electronic potentials become time-dependent

because of the motion of the nuclei. The electronic wave

function ¥(r,t) is then described by the time-dependent Schro-

dinger equation:

i j£ ¥(r,t) =h(r,R"(t)) f(r,t) ,

where r are the electronic coordinates and h(r,R(t)) is the

electronic Hamiltonian. This equation can be solved in a for-

mal way by an expansion of the electronic wave function in an

orthogonal basis set of electronic states $±(r,R):

V(r,t) =E a^t) $±(r,R).

One then obtains a set of coupled differential equations:
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5±j) aj(t) (3)

where v is the relative velocity of the nuclei, h^. =

<$i|h|$.> the electrostatic- and P±. =< $i|-i^R|$-> the dyna-

mic—coupling matrix element . Furthermore we can write:

v . P i j = v R < $ i i3R 136
(4)

The first term expresses radial coupling and the second one

angular coupling (vR and v» are the radial and angular velo-

cities) . The electrostatic and radial matrix elements couple

electronic states of equal symmetry (E — E ,11 — IT) , whereas the

angular matrix element couples electronic states of unequal

symmetry ( e.g. E — II) .

In some collision processes a two-state approximation can

be made. The coupled equations can then be solved in a

straightforward manner. For such cases theoretical and experi-

mental results have been found to be in good agreement with

each other, e.g. for the system Na+ + K, see R.W. Wijnaendts

van Resandt et al. C2]. Realistic descriptions of experimental

results have also been possible for systems involving many

electronic states. Melius and Goddard [3] analysed the experi-

mental work of the Li++Na system in a six-state calculation.

Many collision processes in nature, however, are caused

by the coupling of a discrete state with a continuum of states

Two such processes are dissociative and associative re-

combination, which play an important role in the upper

atmosphere [4]. In astronomical investigations[5 3 it has

been proposed that the formation of molecules in interstellar

space takes place through a sequence of these mechanisms. Fur-

thermore, the interaction with a continuum is of great inter-

est for the neutralization process of highly energetic nega-

tive ion beams injected in fusion-plasmas.

The interaction of a discrete state with the continuum can

be studied in positive ion-atom or atom-atom collisions.

However, in these systems the continuum boundary, e.g. the

potential of the molecular ions, is the limit of a converging

series of Rydberg states. The density of discrete states close
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to the continuum boundary becomes so high that one may con-

sider it to be a quasi-continuum. In such a collision system

the interaction of the discrete state and the "real" conti-

nuum is almost impossible to distinguish from the interactions

via the quasi-continuum. Thereforefone must look for alter-

native systems such that the interaction of a single discrete

state and a continuum of states can be studied without dis-

turbances from other interactions. This can be done in nega-

tive ion-atom systems, where there is no converging series of

discrete states.

In this thesis the interaction of a discrete anion-atom

state with a continuum of states is investigated. Two kinds of

interesting anion-atom collisions are described: F ,C1 ,Br ,I~ on

noble gas atoms and on Na,K. In the first kind, the discrete

state crosses the continuum boundary. The energy of the dis-

crete state becomes equal to that of the continuum boundary

at a certain internuclear distance R = R . For R < R the dis-

crete state is now considered to continue as a quasi-resonant

state. A transition to a continuum of states, which includes

the emission of a free electron, then becomes possible. In

these ion-atom collisions one therefore expects two reaction

channels. Firstly, an elastic channel for which the discrete

state has "survived" the interaction with the continuum and,

secondly, an inelastic detachment channel, in which the valence

electron of the negative ion is emitted with a certain energy.

By means of scattering spectra (differential cross section

measurements) much can be learned about the survival and

detachment probabilities of the systems. The dependence of

the detachment process on the incident ion velocity and on

the scattering angle 6(b) (or an impact parameter b) can be

determined. Furthermore, the emitted electrons and neutrals

(in the detachment channel) can be measured in "delayed" coin-

cidence. In this way one can obtain energy distributions for

the detached electrons.

These measurements have been performed and are described

in the thesis in chapters II and III. From the experimental

studies some main conclusions can be drawn:
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i) the detachment probability increases with increasing

velocity,

ii) the angular dependence shows that detachment takes place

in a limited impact parameter range, or, in other words,

is localized,

iii) the electron energy distributions exhibit maxima at

~1 eV with a width of a few eV.

Taylor and Delos [6J, following earlier ideas of Demkov L6],

have developed a theoretical description for. coupling with a

continuum based on the solution of an infinite set of coupled

equations, similar to eq. (3). Contrary to coupling between a

set of discrete states, where it is possible to truncate the

expansion of the total wave function, the coupling between a

discrete state and a continuum of states requires the expan-

sion in an infinite set of continuum wave functions. The con-

tinuum wave functions are characterized by e, the energy of

the emitted electrons. This implies that the continuum

states have eigen-energies parallel to the continuum

boundary. By introducing a set of simplifying, but neverthe-

less physical assumptions, these equations can be solved ana-

lytically. The interaction with the continuum is then express-

ed # similar to that for discrete states, in radial and angu-

lar coupling. It is shown in chapter II, that in the energy

range of the present experiments angular coupling is the main

mechanism. The theoretical predictions based on an angular

coupling model are shown to be consistent with the experimental

features.

Chapter I describes the second kind of systems: F~,Cl~,Br~,l"

+ Na,K. Recent calculations by Jordan et al. [7] show that

for these systems no crossing of the discrete state and the

continuum boundary occurs. Therefore, these anion-atom systems

will be stable and the calculations predict an adiabatic elec-

tron affinity smaller than 1 eV. If such a theoretical picture

is correct, then no electron detachment will be found and the

scattering will take place solely along an attractive poten-

tial. The experiments indeed did not show inelastic effects;

specifically no electron detachment was found. The scattering
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spectra exhibited typical rainbow structures. These structures

could be used to obtain the ion-atom potential energies from

which the electron affinities could be calculated.

In addition, differential cross sections (chapter IV) were

also used to study the stabilities of the F~, Cl~ + Xe systems

for which a small potential well is expected. In the case of

F~+Xe a rainbow structure could be resolved which indicated

a well depth of 0.28 + 0.04 eV.

The apparatus

• The experiments on the anion-atom scattering concerned two

types of measurements for high collisional energies. Firstly,

differential cross section measurements for scattered ions

and neutrals (in case of detachment) were performed at small

angles. The cross sections were obtained for the halogen

anions on Na and K in an angular range of 0-0.3 deg and for

the collisions on noble gas atoms in a range of 0 - 3 deg.

Secondly, the energy distributions of the emitted electrons

were determined for some of the ion-atom collisions in which

electron detachment occurs. These distributions were obtained

by time of flight measurements of emitted electrons and rela-

ted neutrals. A schematic diagram of the apparatus that was

used to obtain these measurements is depicted in fig. 1.

A negative ion beam is formed in a surface ionization source,

In the source a filament with a low work function is heated

in an alkali-halide vapour; the negative ions are then formed

by an ionization process on the surface of the filament. The

ions are extracted from the source and focused onto an

100 vim hole. This hole forms the ion-image, which is reduced

and focused onto a channelplate detector by means of two elec-

trostatic lenses. In this way ion beams Ccin be obtained with a

width (FWHM) down to 50 pm. Mass selection of the ions is

performed by a Wien-fliter placed just behind the ion-source.

The ion-atom scattering takes place in a collision chamber

mounted at a certain distance from the channelplate detec-

tor. This distance ( ~ 300 mm) determines the angular range

of the experiment for a given(channelplata) detector. Scatter-

ed ions and neutrals can be separated by chop plates.
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Figure 1

A schematic diagram of the apparatus, used for the small

ancle scattering and time of flight measurements.
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The angles of the incident scattered particles are determined

by the position sensitive channelplate detector. A channel-

plate consists of a large number (~300/mm2) of small channels

(0 = 25 ym) . By secondary emission an incident particle gene-

rates a charge cloud of electrons in a channel. In the detec-

tors used the charge cloud is amplified by a second channel-

plate; and a gain upto 10 can then be achieved. By determina-

tion of the centre of charge of the electron cloud, the

position of the incident particle is known.

The charge cloud can be detected by.a variety of multiple

anode systems [83. Multiple anodes have been developed that con-

sists of concentric rings, four quadrants or wire-grids.

In the experiments described, the four quadrant anode is used

for the very small angular range of 0-0.3 deg, whereas an

anode with wire-grids was developed for the range of

0-3 deg. The latter anode system is depicted in fig. 1. The

position of the charge cloud is determined by two grids of

"X" and "Y" wires. The wires are mutually connected by capaci-

tors. Each grid therefore forms a capacitor network. The

charge distribution on the "X" and "Y" wires therefore deter-

mines the charges at the ends of both the networks. These

four charge pulses for each detected particle are fed via a

read-out system to a computer, where the position is calcula-

ted and the data are stored. This detection system determines

the position almost linearly over a radius of 20 mm (from the

detector's centre). For a more detailed description the reader

is referred to chapter II.

The four-quadrant system OR the other hand is linear

over a smalller radius (3 mm) and therefore can be used in

very small angular ranges. The position of the charge cloud

is determined by the charge distribution over the four qua-

drants. Again four charge equivalent pulses are then obtained,

which will determine the position of the incident particle.

The resolution of both detection systems is mainly limited by

the width of the focused ion beam at the channelplate detec-

tors.

The time-of-flight measurements of emitted electrons and

scattered neutrals were obtained as follows. Before they reach
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the channeltron detector, electrons (of ~ 1 eV) emitted from

the collision chamber (at 90 deg. with respect to the beam)

travel during a given time through a region free of magnetic

and electric fields. The pulse from the channeltron starts a

time to amplitude converter (T.A.C.). The corresponding neu-

tral atom, on the other hand, is detected by the channelplate

detector somewhat later. This pulse of the detector stops the

T.A.C. In this way time differences are obtained between the

flight time of the neutral and the related electron .

Such differences can easily be converted to the energies of

the electrons. These experiments are discussed in detail in

chapter III.
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C H A P T E R

DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR COLLISIONS OF NEGATIVE
HALOGEN IONS AND ALKALI ATOMS

C. DE VREUGD, R.W. WIJNAENDTS VAN RESANDT*, J. LOS
FOM-lnstitutefor Atomic and Molecular Physics, Amsterdam/Wgm., The Netherlands

and

B.T. SMITH and R.L. CHAMPION

Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185, USA

In this paper we present the relative differential cross sections for collisions of several negative halogen ions with
Na and K. The measurements have been carried out in two separate experiments with energy ranges of 5-150 eV and
500-1000 eV and angular ranges of 0-35° and 0-0.3°, respectively. It is shown that in both of these experiments
elastic scattering is the dominant process. No significant inelastic contribution to the differential cross section,
especially no electron detachment, has been observed. The measured differential cross sections are used to obtain
information on the anion intermolecular potentials. Comparison of these potentials with the potentials of the neutral
molecules shows that all systems investigated have a positive electron affinity over a wide range of internuclear
distances. An approximately linear relationship between the dipole moments and the electron affinities is obtained for
the halides of the specific alkalis.

I. Introduction

Currently, considerable attention is being directed
to the problem of the stability of anions of highly
polar molecules such as the alkali-halides. The finite
dipole theory [1] predicts that molecules which have
a dipole moment larger than 1.62 D are capable of
binding an electron. Through more refined
calculations, using the Hartree-Fock method and
Koopmans' theorem, the electron affinity (EA) has
been determined for the alkali-halides LiF, LiCI,
NaF and NaCl [2a-2d]. In these calculations the
EA is derived from the difference between the
potentials of the neutral molecular ground state
und the aniAn around the equilibrium distance. Rcll

The calculations show that even for internuclear

Now at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMEL), Postfach 10.2209,6900 Heidelberg. Germany.

separations smaller than Req, a positive EA can be
expected. Recently, a review article concerning the
various theoretical studies of negative molecular
ions has been published by Simons [3]. In com-
parison with this rather extensive theoretical work,
very little experimental information isavailable.
Carlsten et al. [4] studied LiCI" and determined the
EA and the equilibrium separation of this molecular
anion by means of photo-electron spectroscopy.
Their experimental values are in good agreement
with the values calculated by Jordan and Luken
[2a].

In order to obtain more experimental information
on the EA of the alkali-halide anions we performed
<• series of elastic and inelastic differential cross
section measurements for negative halogen ions
(X ") scattered by alkali atoms (M). These cross
sections were measured in two different experiments.
In one experiment, the collisions were studied at low
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energies, between 5 anil l50eV. and over an singular
range of 0 15 ; in the oilier experiment high energy
measurements were performed between 500 ami
KHMI eV and over an angular range ol'O 0.3 . Hence
the cross section mcaMircmunis performed in these
two experiments cover a range of reduced scattering
angles, r. between 0 and 5000 eV deg. where r = HO.

The results of the measurements indicate that,
rcgardleis of the collision energy, neither electron
detachment nor inelastic scattering is an important
reaction channel for t < 5000 eV deg. Hence the
differential cross section is almost completely
determined by the elastic scattering along the MX
ground stale. If the r-range is chosen in such a way
thai nil rainhow features of the elastic differential
cross sections are resolved, the measured cross
section can be used to determine the intermodular
potential of the MX" ground state. A comparison of
this potential with the known potential of the neutral
alkali-halide can then be used to obtain the EA
around the equilibrium separation of the MX
molecule.

2. Theoretical considerations

Na.Cl"

ctit'a! cu'uil&i'uits iluu fo
polar alkali-halide molecules the electron affinity
remains positive at internuclear distances consider-
ably smaller than Rcq. This behavior is clearly shown
in fig. 1, in which the theoretical potentials for
NaCI" and NaCI are depicted. Coupling between
the anion ground state and its excited states or the
ground state of the neutral molecule may therefore
be expected to be important only for small values
of R. The possible reaction channels due to such
couplings arc given below:

nil)): X" + M-»X" + M.

trJO): X" + M -*X" + M*.

The first process describes the completely elastic
scattering in which the cnllisional dynamics are
determined solely by the MX" ground state. This

(eV) , .

V(R) o

Fig. I. To indicate the typical behaviour of the adiaKmc
potentials for the MX systems, the potentials are given
for NaCI and NaCI. The outgoing channel* for Na" -r Cl
and Na(3p) + Cl " are represented schematically. Curve a
is ihc experimentally obtained potential, curves b and c are
the ionic and covalcnt potentials. The dotted line around
RCI| is the potential calculated by Jordan and the dotted
line ut large R is the long range polarization interaction.

potential exhibits a well, which will cause rainbow
features in aW).

In the second process coupling between the MX "
and the MX ground state, i.e. the continuum
boundary, may lead to collisional detachment of an
electron. In this case the outgoing channel is the
adiabatic MX ground state. However, a second
coupling is involved since an avoided crossing exists
between the ionic and covalent potentials. The
probability of a transition from the ionic to the
covalent configuration, which may lead to X + M,
can be calculated from [5]. In the case of NaCI. lor
collisional energies £ 5 4 eV, this transition
probability will be very small, namely: p < 5 x 10" J.
Thus even if electron detachment occurs, no
significant production of neutral halogen atoms can
be expected.

The last two processes, leading to aex and ocl.
refer to possible excitation and charge transfer
caused by coupling between the MX" ground state
and an excited MX" state. In the case of NaCI"
(fig. 1). these processes may lead to outgoing eharv
ncls such as Na(3p) + CI" and Na" + Clu. These
couplings probably are significant only at small
values of R; hence the contributions of these
inelastic channels to the differential scattering will be
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important only at largo r-vnlucs. It may therefore he
reasonable 10 use the experimental differential cross
sections obtained at relatively .small r-values to
determine the intermoleciilar potential for the
molecular unions.

3. Experimental methods

The experiments were performed using two
different types of apparatus: a high energy, high-
angular-resolution apparatus located at the FOM-
Inslitute and u low energy apparatus located at the
College of William and Mary. The two experiments
complement each other and have therefore allowed
us to investigate the dynamics of alkali-halogen ion
collisions in some detail and over a wide range of
collision energies, namely from 5 eV to 3000 eV.
A brief description of each apparatus follows.

S.I. Tile high energy apparatus

The experimental techniques used here were
developed in order to obtain differential cross
sections in a small angular range, 0-0.3 . For
detailed descriptions, the reader is referred to ref.
[6].

In short, the experimental setup is as follows.
Negative ions are formed in a surface ionization
source. This source uses a thoriated iridium
filament, which indirectly heats a reservoir contain-
ing an alkali-halide salt and produces, owing to its
low work function of approximately 3 eV, the
desired halogens from the alkali-halide vapor. Mass
selection of the extracted ion beam is performed by
means of a Wien filter.

Two sets of electrostatic lenses focus the beam
through a collision chamber onto a position-
sensitive detector. The width of the focused beam,
which typically has an intensity of 10" l s A. is
approximately 50 /im at the detector which results in
an angular resolution'of 0.2 mrad. In the collision
chamber, which has a scattering length of 1 mm and
two diaphragms of 0.5 mrn diameter, an alkali gas
pressure of approximately 5 x 10~JTorrwas
maintained during the measurements.

The position-sensitive detector simultaneously
detects all cfthe scattering products in the experi-

mental angular range. It consists of two channel-
plates in cascade and an electron collector, which is
of the four quadrant type [6], The differential cross
section for neutrals can be obtained after the ions
have been swept away by means of deflection plates,
placed directly after the collision chamber. The ionic
differential cross section is obtained by subtracting
the neutral differential cross section from the
spectrum measured when both neutrals and ions are
present. The data processing, from detector pulses to
differential cross section spectra, is performed by
means of an on-line minicomputer.

3.2. Tlie low energy apparatus

Measurements of the various differential and
doubly differential cross sections for collisions of Cl"
with Na and K were made using an apparatus
whose principal features have been described else-
where [7a]. The negative ion beam is produced by a
surface ionization source [7b], which uses a
thoriated iridium filament for the active surface and
CC!4 as the source gas. The resulting Cl~ beam
passes through a momentum analyzer (all experi-
ments are done with Cl35) and this beam is focused
into a collision chamber. During the experiment the
collision chamber, which contains the alkali metal,
is maintained at a temperature such that the alkali
vapor pressure is approximately 5 x 10"4 Torr. The
scattered ions are transmitted through a 127n

cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzer, followed by
a quadrupole radiofrequency mass spectrometer and
arc detected by a Bendix particle multiplier. The
outer plate of the 127 analyzer contains a hole
through which scattered neutral atoms can pass.
They are subsequently detected with a Galileo
channeltron multiplier. The detection efficiency of
the channeltron for Ci , as estimated from experi-
ments such as Cl" + Ar -» Cl + Ar + e, is
adequate if the chlorine atoms have kinetic energies
greater than about 40 eV. Hence, differential cross
sections for both ion and neutral reaction products
can be measured simultaneously. Typical angular
and energy resolutions of the apparatus are 1.5° and
0.03E,, where E, is the laboratory energy. Because of
the presence of alkali metals within the collision
region a significant contact potential is involved in
the determination of the beam energy. The manner
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rt'i' l;ihor;:tory ivllwini eurri'ic». nmee-il Trom
>(H) 10(1(1 cV iO (1..1 i. iind from 5 l5( icV|0 35 ). f«r
;ííi' expciuiKnlv Since in the high encruy expen-
imnN i»1 encruy analysis of the collision products
was piw-iHc, :!v SUMÍ ol ihe elasfc and possible
¡îijlasiic tlii'li-rcntial erov« sections I'm scattered inns
«as nie.iMiri.il I he luw energy experinicnl was
diuiHv ifiiiVrcr."i;ii ¡¡ml therefore allowed a distine-
iiiin ol elusiij.illy- and inclaslically-scaltercd ions.

In both experiments the differential cross section
for possible neutral collision products could be
measrrcd. Hccuuse of the large energy range involved
in ihe experiments, ¡i is useful to present the
experimenta' results in terms of reduced parameters:

mil) = a(0V> sin 0, and r = Ell

Ixample:. "¡' the njivMircil crosv -L"i;!!>>r:á. !" ':
M'alicnnç! are •.eer. in fi¡; ?. for ("! -' v.'a for
/;, „, -• . W e V anil/•;.,„ = 4.fi-<.!lrV. Sc-'Ci.::
l>t!tiires heconiecle.il ininicdiaïely. A ram'-'v
maxinuim c m be seen in the neighhr>rhoi--i •)<
r * IdOeV deg for hmh ihe high and lt»v enen';
experiiiieiits. !-"nr scattering .ingles hsyoid the
rainbow angle both experiments exhibit a relatively
flat reduced differential ciov* section. /)(:). v.luch ^
typical for a scattering process involving only one
channel. If significant detachment were present, one
would expect to see a sudden decrease in /\.,(T| at
some "threshold" value ofr. Such a sudden decrease
was seen. e.g.. by Champion and Doverspike [K],
Fayeton et al. [9] and by de Vreugd et al. 110] for
the system CI " + rare gas.

A further search for an indication of collisional
detachment was accomplished by looking for
neutral collision products and for inelastically
scattered ions resulting from X ~ + M -• X - M + e
and X ' + M -> X + M * + e. respectively. No

(arbun.) |

i-

3-

2-

(arbun.)

3-

P 2-

\ ions11 V.
(a)

v. A\V\,.
a : 4.6 eV
b-. 13 eV
c: 21 eV
d : 40 eV
e : 60 eV

20 40 60 100 200 «JO 600 «00 2000 4000

— • x (eVdeg)

Fig. ; . Differential cross sections (/)((() =* n(0)ll sin (¿I. of Na + Cl~ obtuined for £t. m = 3S3 cV and for several low energies
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t), = 0.7722<tfmil< - (>„„„) + <>„
(1)

Fig. 3. Energy loss spectra for (a) Cl" + Na: £,ah = 51 eV.
«„„ = 5 andfor(b)Cr + K; £lJb = 71 eV, ( U = 15̂ .
The arrows at (a) 5.95 eV and (b) 9.17 cV indicate the
minimum laboratory energy loss for the ion pair forma-
tion: X" + M -» X" + M* + e; the energy loss. Q. for
NaCl and KCI for this process is -5.14eVand -4.34eV.
respectively.

neutral reaction products were ever observed for
any collision energy in the experimental range.
Energy loss spectra for the scattered ions were
measured for the systems Cl" + K. Na and typical
results are shown in Fig. 3. A small fraction of
inelastically scattered ions is seen for the Cl~ + K
system at the relatively high r-value around 1 keV
deg. In the Cl" + Na system no evidence of
inelastic scattering could be found.

In the remainder of this paper we will concentrate
on the elastic scattering results which were used to
obtain information about the ground electronic
stales of these negative molecular ions.

Elastic differential cross sections were measured
for several systems: X" + M, in which X = F, Cl,
Br and M = Na, K. The results of some of these
measurements are shown in figs. 4-8. In most
experiments both the primary rainbow and super-
numerary rainbows were resolved; for the F" + M
system the high frequency modulation of the rain-
bow structure could also tie observed. From the low
frequency rainbow pattern, information about the
relevant deflection function, (l{b), in the neighbor-
hood of the rainbow angle can be derived using the
properties of the Airy function [11]:

in which |)r is the rainbow angle, f>max is the position
of the primary rainbow maximum, 0mm is the posi-
tion of the minimum adjacent to Umn, ()'; is the
second derivative of the deflection function evaluated
at h = b, {b, is the impact parameter at 0,) and k is
the wave number.

The values of rr and T;\ (T = (IE), which were
calculated from the measurements using the
equations given above, are presented in the first part
of table 1.

In order to determine the interaction potential,
V{R), from the high energy data, it is convenient to
assume an analytic form for this potential. Utilizing
the Jeffreys-Born approximation [12], the phase
function. ij[h). can then be found. From n{b) the
differential cross section can be calculated in a
simple manner using the uniform approximation
[13]. The following analytical form for the inter-
action potential was chosen:

V(R) = £ 4,exp(-a,.R). (2)

It has been shown that this form represents
satisfactorily the alkali ion-atom potentials [14] and
it also can account quite well for the large alkali
polarizability. Using the Jeffreys-Born approxima-
tion 0, dO/db and d20/db2 can be expressed in terms
of Aj and a;:

(3)

x = E0 = h

= Edl)/db =

= E&O/db* =

in which Kn(x) are the Bessel functions of the second
kind of order a [15]. The left-hand side of eqs. (3)
can be determined from the principal features of the
experimental results around the rainbow scattering
angle. For h = br,

tt = E0,, T; = 0, Z'; = EQ" (4)

(where the subscript refers to the rainbow value) and
0v and 0", are evaluated by eq. (1). In order to solve
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Table I
r,. T,1: the experimental values for the reduced rainbow angle and the second derivative of the reduced deflection function at
the rainbow impact parameter. *„ A,: potential paramelers. used in eq. (2). lo describe the experimentally obtained potentials.
R«M. 0 , and LA: the equilibrium distance, dissociation energy and the electron affinity of the potentials ohtained

NnF-
NuCI
NaBr-
KF
KCI
KBr

(eVdeg)

143
110
99

142
113
82

i"

(eViieg

59
74
60
55
62
27

a,

(«,;•)

1.92
1.50
1.44
1.66
1.35
I.2X

a.

("„')

0.90
0.70
0.67
0.77
0.69
0.60

("n'l

0.51
0.40
0.3X
0.44
0.36
0.34

A,
(cV)

264.0
839.3

1000.6
554.3

. 992,4
452.0

.4,
(eV)

49.01
- 3 3 . 0
-31 .2

34.0
-35.1
8.85E-3

,u
(eVI-

-25.07
- 4.90
- 5.30
- 2 1 7
- 5.63
- 9.37

(do)

3.73
4.77
4.97
4.31
5.29
5.60

(eV)

1.92
1.25
1.14
1.88
1.30
1.04

EA
(eV)

0.42
0.77
0.94
0.23
0.63
0.61

eqs. (3), the number of unknowns must be reduced
from seven [Ah a,-, hT} to three. The impact
parameter, b,, is in effect a size parameter und it can
always be chosen such that the equilibrium
separation for the anion is about 5 % larger than
that for the corresponding neutral alkali-halide
[3,16]. The values for ',«,} must be estimated; one
of these screening parameters should be small to
account for the rather large long-range polarization
potential for these systems. With estimates for hr and
{otj}, eqs. (3) may be solved for [A,} and hence V(R)
may be determined. It is clear that V(R), when
determined in this manner, must reproduce the
principal features of the observed experimental
differential cross section. However, since the choices
for fa,} are quite arbitrary, the resulting ViR) is by
no means unique and will depend upon [a,}. For
example, a 5% variation in {a,} leads to about a 3%
variation for the minimum value of V{R) as
determined by eq. (2).

In order that the [a,} be chosen in a judicious
manner, we will concentrate first upon those systems
for which calculations of the intermolecular poten-
tials are available; namely, NaCl" [2c] and N a F '
[2b].

For NaCl", [A,, a,} can be found such that
V(Ah at,, R) from (2) agrees with the theoretical
calculation - which exists only for a small region •
around the potential minimum - as well as the long
range polarization interaction. (See table 1 for
parameter values.) This is performed by means of a
variation procedure. Starting with a reasonable
initial set of values [«,j and the experimental values

of rr and T", eqs. (3) are solved for [/!,-}. The
potential of eq. (2), obtained with these \A{, a,-}, is
then compared with the theoretical potential and the
long range interaction. The set of values [a,} is now
varied until V(Ah a,-. R) fits in with the theoretical
potential. The result of such a "fit" can be seen in
fig. 1. The calculated differential cross section based
upon this potential can be now compared to the
experimental observation and the results of such
comparisons are seen in fig. 4. The agreement
between the rainbow structure in p{x)alc and p{x) is
good.

For the NaF" system, however, no [a,-, At] can
be found that satisfies eqs. (3) and for which '
V(v.h A,, R) agrees with the calculation. Therefore a
potential was only fitted to the calculated one
including the long range interaction. Such potential
does not yield a cross section which agrees with the
experimental observations. This is shown in fig. 5 in
which curve (a) represents the experimental cross
section and curve (c) is the calculated cross section
based on the theoretical potential of ref. [2b].
Because the potential obtained for NaCl" describes
the experimental cross sections and agrees well
with the theoretical calculation, the NaF" system
was analyzed with a potential that has the shape
of the NaCl" potenti.il. Such a potential was
obtained by scaling [x,} found for NaCl" as follows:

= a^NaCl" (R^NaCD/R^NaF") . (5)

These [a,} are then used to determine V[R) (see
table 1) and hence the differential cross section:
satisfactory agreement between pclfe(0) and ptlpW) is
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Fig. 4. DifTereniia! cross sections Tor C\+ Na; a,, b, are
the experimental cross sections obtained for E.m = 197eV
and £, „ = 4.6 eV. respectively. a2. b, are the cross
sections calculated with the uniform approximation and a
summation of the partial waves respectively. The cal-
culated cross sections hare been convoluted in order to
remote high frequency oscillations not resolved in the
experiment.

achieved as may be observed in figs. 5b and
5a.

In the case of NaF ~ we have to conclude that the
shape of the potential around the minimum is
considerably less sharp than calculated by Jordan
and Seeger [2b]. It should be noted that the NaF"
potential of ref. [2b] is the result of a Hartree-Fock
SCF calculation only. This is in contrast with the
NaCI" potential which was determined by sub-
tracting the EA, defined as the difference or the
Hartree-Fock energies of NaCI and NaCI", from
the experimental NaCI potential obtained by using
the Pade method [17]. If the same procedure is
applied to N a F ~ a better agreement of the
calculated potential with the potential proposed in
this paper is achieved [18].

Differential cross section measurements for some
of the other systems which have been studied

0

(arbun)

2

/ \

\

50 100 150
leVdeg)

Fig. 5 Differential cross sections for F + Na; £c.m. = 274
eV. (a) The experimental cross section, (b) The cross
section based upon the potential given in table I. (c) The
calculated cross section based upon the potential of ref.
[2b].

(NaBr", K.F", KCP and KBr") are exhibited in
figs. 6-8. No theoretical calculations appear'to exist
for these systems. Consequently, in order to
determine the {a,} for each pair of the above
reactants, the scaling principle employed for NaF"
[given by eq. (5)] was again used for these four
systems. The parameters for V(R) which result from
solving eqs. (3) are given in table 1. Calculated
differential cross sections based upon these poten-
tiels are shown in figs. 6-8 as solid lines.

The dissociation energies, Dc, and the equilibrium
distances RCII, which are obtained from the
experimentally determined potentials are given in
table 1. Jordan et al, [2a-2c] have shown that an
approximately linear relationship exists between the
dipole moment of the alkali-halides and their
electron affinity. Table I also contains the experi-
mentally obtained adiabatic electron affinity
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Fig. 6. Differential cross sections for F + K; a , b,:
experimental cross sections for £c „. = 336 eV and
£„. „ = 713 eV, respectively, a2, b2 are the calculated cross
sections based upon the potential of table 1.

(arbun.)

(arbun.)

Fig. 8. Differentnl cross seclions for Br" + K; a,, bt:
experimental cross sections br Ec.„. = 164 eV and
Ecn, = 328 eV, lespectively, a2. b2 are the calculated cross
sections.

(arb.un)

2-

« 1 -

SO too
(eUdeg)

150

Fig. 7. Differential cross sections for Cl" + K; i,cm = 262
eV, a,,.a2 are the experimental and the calculated results.

, which is defined by EA = EA(X")
+ De(MX") - DJMX). In fig. 9, EA(J?eq) is depicted
as a function o: the MX~ dipole moment. It can be
concluded that our experiments confirm the idea
that there is an approximately linear relationship
between the dipole moment of the alkali-halide and
its electron affinity. It is of interest to note that the
electron affinity in general increases with increasing
mass of the alkali atom.
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Fig. 10. Plot of the rainbow angle versus l/£ for the
Cl" + Na system. Both £ and 0 refer to the am.
coordinate system. In curve (a) no correction for the
contact potential has been included; curve (b) illustrates
the effect of correcting the laboratory energy scale for a
contact potential of 1.5 V.

This correction has both the polarity and magni-
tude that one would expect from a simple considera-
tion of the work functions for two dissimilar metals,
sodium and stainless steel.

Appendix

Contact potentials which are caused by the
condensation of alkali atoms within the collision
chamber may be of the order of several volts and
thus cannot be neglected in the determination of th;
collision energy for the low energy experiments. In
order to determine this contact potential, we have
taken advantage of the fact that the product of the
collision energy and the rainbow scattering angle is
essentially an invariant quantity. Consequently, a
plot of 1/E versus 6r should be linear and extra-
polate to the origin if the experimental calibration
for the energy and angle scales are correct. Such a
plot for the CI~ + Na system is seen in fig. 10. For
curve a, no correction for the contact potential has
been included and the curve does not extrapolate to
the origin. However, if the contact potential is
assumed to be +1.5 V and 1.5 eV is added to the
"uncorrected" laboratory energy, then (£.„,)"'
versus 0a does extrapolate to the origin as can be
seen for curve b.
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C H A P T E R II

ELECTRON DETACHMENT IN THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

FOR COLLISIONS OF F~, Cl", Br", I~ AND He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe

C. de Vreugd, R.W. Wijnaendts van ResandtMr

J.B. Delos2) and J. Los

ABSTRACT

Electron-detachment in collisions of F , Cl , Br , I with noble gas

atoms has been investigated for collisional energies of 500 - 3000 eV.

For this energy range differential cross sections have been obtained in

a scattering angular range of 0 - 3 deg*. I t i s found that the direct

electron detachment,' due to the" interaction of the discrete ion-atom

state with a continuum, increases with increasing collisional energies.

Furthermore, experimental evidence indicates that direct detachment

occurs primarily in a limited range of impact parameters. A model is

described, based on angular coupling, that qualitatively accounts for

these two experimentally found features.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years , much ef for t has been devoted to the i n -

ves t iga t ion of e l ec t ron detachment in co l l i s ions of negative

ions with atoms, and. several t h e o r e t i c a l models have been de-

veloped to explain experimental r e s u l t s . At very high i n c i -

dent v e l o c i t i e s , detachment may r>e described by the Born-

approximation or by a b ina ry -co l l i s ion model. At lower velo-

c i t i e s , a quasi-molecular descr ip t ion i s appropr ia te , and the

process i s believed t o involve a curve-crossing with a cbfi-

tinuara. Several theor ies of the dynamics of such a process

) Present address: European Molecular Biology Laboratory, EMBL,
6900 Heidelberg, Germany.

2) On leave from : College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia,
U.S.A'. ••
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exist or are under development: there is a complex-potential

model [1], and a zero-range-potential model [2], and progress

is being made on direct solution of the coupled equations

for a discrete state interacting with a continuum C3,4,5].

Differential cross section (d,cts) measurements provide a sensi-

tive method of investigating the velocity- and b(0)-dependence

of the detachment process. Therefore differential scattering

experimerts have been performed for all the halogen anion-

noble gas atom systems:

F~,C1 ,Br and I He,Ne,Ar,Kr and Xe

The measurements have been performed in an energy range of
500 - 3000 eV and in an angular range of 0 - 3 deg. with a
resolution better than 0.05 deg, A position sensitive channel-
plate detector was used to obtain the scattering intensities
within this small angular range. The relative d.c.s. for the
different energies could be normalized by the ionic d.c.s.
at small angles. An analysis of the normalized d.c.s. show
several interesting features;

1) Detachment occurs "directly" by the interaction of the
discrete state with the continuum and through intermediate
autodetaching states.

2) The direct detachment cross section increases with increa-

sing incident velocities.

3) Experimental evidence indicates that the direct detachment

is localized in impact parameters and scattering angles.

Follpwing earlier ideas of other investigators, Taylor
and Delos [4] have recently developed a general approach to
the theory of electron detachment, involving the formulation
and solution to the equations coupling a discrete state with
a continuum. Although their calculations only involved elec-
trostatic (potential) coupling, their general framework also
includes angular coupling, which is expected to be important
in the energy range of the present experiments. In this paper,
a preliminary examination of the effects of angular coupling
is made. It is shown that the observed velocity-dependence •
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and the 0-(or b-)dependence of detachment cross sections are

consistent with the predictions of a complex-potential model

based on angular coupling.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The main principles of the apparatus are discussed in de-

tail in some earlier papers 1.6,10]. Except for the detection

system, the main features have remained the same, so we can

restrict ourselves to a short discussion of these features.

A beam of negative halogen ions is produced in a surface

ionization source. In the source a certain vapour pressure

of the alkali-halides is maintained. A thoriated iridium

wire, mounted in front of the anode-aperture, produces the

desired negative halogen ions. Mass selection is performed

by means of a Wien-filter located just behind the source.

The extracted ions are focussed by electrostatic lenses

through a collision chamber onto a position sensitive channel

plate detector. The collision chamber, with diaphragms of

0.5 and 0.78 mm and a length of 1 mm, is placed just behind

the last electrostatic lens; the distance from collision

chamber to detector is 33 cm.

. The position sensitive .channel plate detector differs from

the one described in t-63, where a four-quadrant anode-system

is discussed that operates in an angular range up to 0.3 deg.

The present detector is developed for a much larger angular

range: 0-3 deg. This detector is drawn schematically in

fig. 1. Both detector types have been discussed by R.W. Wijnaendts

van Resandt and J. Los [7]. The large angular range is

achieved by using channelplates with a diameter of 50 mm and

a multiple anode system that consists of two wire-grids. Two

channelplates are placed in cascade and in this way an elec-

tron gain up to 10 is obtained. The charge cloud emerging

from the backside of the second channelplate is detected in-

directly, because only a small fraction of the charge cloud

can be detected during its first passage through the grids.

To avoid this loss of charge one may use an electron "mirror"
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Channelplate detector, multiple-anode system, read-out system.
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that is placed at a small distance behind these grids, see

L8.i- Here, however, we used L'nis "mirror" to generate second-

ary electrons. The "mirror" plate is at a voltage between the

voltages at the backside of the channelplate and of the grids.

The charge cloud is accelerated through the grids, towards

the mirror plate and, while impinging on the plate, generates

secondary electrons. These secondary electrons are accelera-

ted towards the grids, and :n this way an appropriate detec-

tion of the electron cloud by the grids could be obtained. :

The grids are placed perpendicular to each other and

account for a position determination of the charge cloud in

an "X" and a "Y" direction. Each grid consists of 55 copper-

beryllium wires of 0.1 mm at a mutual distance of 1 mm. These

wires, connected by capacitors, form two series of capa-

citors . The charges at both ends of these series are then

determined by the distribution of the electron cloud on the

grids. The charges, QA, QB, Qc» QD are fed via low noise

charge-amplifiers and an S/H-ADC circuit to a mini-computer.

These four signals finally determine the centre of mass of

the electron cloud and therefore the X,Y position of the in-

cident particles by:

X = - and Y =
QC " QD

The detector determines the position almost linearly. The

linearity was established by scanning a well-focused beam in

the X and Y directions over the detector. The relacion be-

tween the real X and Y positions and the channel number out-

put is almost linear over a radius of 15 mm. Only at larger

distances (>15 mm) a deviation from linearity was found,

probably due to non-uniformity of the electric field between

the backside of the second channelplate and the X,Y grids

at these distances.

The resolution of the detector depends mainly on the width

of the primary beam at the detector. A beam width of 0.2 mm

(F.w.H.M.) usually could be achieved, resulting in an angu-

lar resolution of <0.05 deg.
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The experiments were carried out with primary intensities

of 7000 c/s, while a target gas pressure of 5 x10" Torr was

maintained in the collision chamber. Scattered ions and neu-

trals were separated by electrostatic deflection plates,

located behind the collision chamber. A thin wire of 0.2 mm

used as a Faraday cup, in front of the detector, allowed us to

intercept the unscattered primary beam. Typical accumulation

times for the scattering spectra were 10 - 20 minutes. The

accumulation and the handling of the data was performed by a

mini-computer.

3. THEORETICAL

In this section we discuss some theoretical approaches

that may be applicable in the present collisional energy

range; E : 500-3000 eV. Since the orbital velocity of the

extra bound electron is much larger than the velocities of

the nuclei, a quasi-molecular description for the detachment

process is appropriate. Also, the de Broglie wave length

associated with the velocities of the incident ions is small

compared to the range of the potential energy, V(R), so the

motion of the atoms can be described classically or semi-

classically. We define a survival probability, Po(b,E_) for

the negative-ion state as a function of the collisional ener-

gy, E c, and the impact parameter, b. In the (semi-)classical

description the elastic differential cross section can then

be written as:

=Ps(b(0),Ec)cr(0) (1)

where a(0) is the elastic cross section for sccittering along

the repulsive ion-atom potential. A similar relationship holds

for the "neutral" cross section, but in this ce.se the deflec-

tion function results partly from scattering along the X**+N

potential and partly from scattering along the X+N potential.

In the present calculations, however, since the potential

energy curves for the neutral systems are not known very well,
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no attempt was made to describe the trajectories for neutrals

along two different paths, and we used only a X +N poten-

tial. In the calculation of a(0), see eq. (1), the Cl~ +Ar po-

tential curve was used, proposed by Champion et al. [1],

, R in aQ and V(R) in eV,

see fig. 2a, which allows a straightforward calculation of

o(0).

There is evidence that detachment occurs by two mechanisms:

(i) direct transitions from a discrete (or quasi-discrete)

state to a continuum and (ii) transitions to higher resonant

states: X*~, N followed by autodetachment. Several theore-

tical models have been developed to describe the "direct"

electron detachment.

3.1. Local complex potential model

The earliest model for electron detachment is the local

complex potential model. Here the X~ + M state is considered

to be a quasi-bound state that continues into the continuum

(R<RC, see fig. 2) with a certain lifetime. Such a lifetime

can be expressed in a complex potential (henceforth all formu-

lae are in atomic units),

V(R) - | T(R)

in which the width r(R) is inversely proportional to the life-

time. Since we deal with a range of impact parameters such

that the trajectories are approximately straight lines (fig. 2b),

the survival probability for the decaying system calculated

for this model can be written as:

dR (2)

in which vc is the velocity of the incident-ion.

From eq. (2) it follows that P_ decreases with decreasing v
s c

and (if T(R) is a monotonic function of R) that P decreases
s
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1000 eV.
2000 eV
3000 eV

b=3.39

Figure 3

Differential cross section calculations for the complex po-

tential model. The detachment increases with decreasing E .
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with decreasing b. This behaviour of Ps is illustrated for

Cl~+Ar in fig. 3. The width T(R) used in the calculation

was taken from Champion et al. ClD:

T(R) =A(R C-R)
3 / 2

=A(RX-R1)
3 / 2

(3).

a 3 / 2 a 3/ 2)R c = 3.3 a Q , R L = 3.07 a Q , A = 0.198 Hartree/a 3/ 2 (5.4 eV/a 3/ 2)

They showed that this model was compatible with their measu-

red low energy differential and total cross sections for

C l " + N systems. However, at higher collision energies, the

model is not in agreement with experiments, and it appears

that agreement cannot be obtained by adjusting V(R) and P(R) .

For the systems investigated here, it is found that the de-

tachment probability, ( 1 - P ) , increases with increasing ve-

locity contrary to eq. (2) . (Other systems also seem to have

this behaviour [9].)

3.2. Curve crossing with a continuum

Following earlier ideas of Demkov [33, Taylor and Delos C4]

have developed a theory of electron detachment based on a

general model of curve-crossing with a continuum. Starting

from the Schroedinger equation for the electronic wave-func-

tion in the field of moving nuclei.

h(r,R)iMr,t) = i (r,t) (4)

in which r represents the set of all electronic coordinates

and h(r,i£) is the electronic Hamiltonian. The electronic wave

function is expanded in an orthogonal basis set corresponding

to the discrete X ~ + N bound state and the X + N + e continuum

states:

i(r,t) =a, (t)$,(r,R) a£(t) p (e)d£ (5)
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where * h represents the bound state, * e represents the conti-

nuum state with electron energies e and p(e) is the density

of states in the continuum. This expansion of ijj(r,t) , when

inserted in eq. (4), gives an infinite set of coupled differ

ential equations that has to be solved:

(6)

where

the potential coupling matrix element, and

The indices i,j label the discrete state and the continuum

states. P.^ can be expressed as a sum of radial and rotatio-

nal coupling matrix elements:

ij
v-?\j = v B p Rj +

= z2+b*, cos 0 = ^ , see fig. 2b.

(7)

It is convenient to combine the electrostatic and angular

coupling terms into a "velocity-dependent potential matrix"

Now one assumes the existence of "diabatic" basis func-

tions having the following properties:

X) continuum levels V (R) form a set of parallel curves;

2) the bound level v j j b W crosses into th;Ls continuum;

3) the coupling between the bound state and the continuum is

represented "diabatically", by V b e < R ) , and P £ (R) either

vanishes or is negligible;

4) the time dependence (R-dependence) of vue(R) is negligi-
ble; and

5) the coupling within the continuum itself V ^ , (R) and

Pje,(R) is negligible.
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Finally, one makes the approximation that the difference in

energy between the ionic state and the neutral state i s

either a linear or a quadratic function of time. Linear be-

haviour corresponds roughly to a constant-radial-velocity

approximation, while quadratic behaviour corresponds to a

constant-radial-acceleration approximation.

Demkov was the f i r s t to show that under these assumptions,

the linear approximation leads to exactly solvable equations,

and that the exact solution gives the formulas of the complex

potential model (e.g. eq. (2)), with T given by

2TT |v
b E ( R )

(8)

where e (R) is the energy of the continuum state that crosses

the bound state at the point R. (The quadratic approximation

analysed by Taylor and Delos leads to more complicated formu-

las that we do not consider here.)

3.3. Rotational coupling model

It seems reasonable to postulate that the assumptions of

the above model apply at least to some of the X + N systems

considered here. However, there are two features of the expe-

rimental data (presented later) which are incompatible with

the usual form of the complex-potential model, in which the

coupling between the discrete state and the continuum is

assumed to be electrostatic (or "radial"). First, it is found

that detachment increases with increasing velocity. Second,

particularly when the present measurements are compared with

those of Fayeton et al. C9], it appears that in many cases

the direct detachment probability decreases with decreasing b.

These "results suggest that we should examine the possibi-

lity of rotational coupling between the discrete state and

the continuum. This possibility has not previously been exa-

mined, so at present there are no definitive theoretical cal-

culations dealing with it. To further this investigation, we

will tentatively accept the assumptions listed in the pre-

vious section, together with the linear approximation. This

•u.
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means that the detachment and survival probabilities would

be related, through eqs. (2) and (8), to a rotational cou-

pling matrix element.

Accurate calculation of this matrix element would require

knowledge of the wave-functions $b, * . However a simple esti

mate can be obtained by taking a one-electron model, with a

scaled hydrogenic function and for $ a plane wave. For rota-

tional coupling, we have

4
is.

^ < $ b | L i | $ £ > (9)

where L are raising and lowering operators. By taking

5/2

- " 1

e, : the binding energy of the electron in X

e (10b)

k,r are the momentum and position of the detached electron in
the molecule fixed frame

in spherical harmonics, we obtain:

:=JJ 12irJ * 4 2^2 6

where <|>,e are the polar angles representing the direction of

the lc vector in the irolecule-fixed frame.

Consistent with (10b), the density of states was taken to be

P (k) = k k L 3 /TT 2
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The total width r must be the sum of the widths for detach-

ment into each of the degenerate plane wave states, so after

we insert eq. (11) into eq. (8) we must integrate over the

angles (<t>,9). Finally, expressing the width in terms of the

binding energy e, of $, and the continuum state energy e,

= 683 TT

V2 b2 e3/2 7/2
C Q (12)

r(R) can be evaluated by writing e(R) in first order approxi-

mation like:

e(R)=V(R c-R),

7(R)/b is depicted as a function of R in fig. 2, for

Ec:2000 eV, eb:l eV and 3.6 eV and V';8.93 eV/aQ

(1 Hartree = 2'?.2117 eV) .

This V is taken from the potential energy diagram as it is

shown in fig.2c. This function r(R) /b exhibits around

R = R a narrow maximum with a value of 1 eV/a and tor b 3 a

the width is therefore about 9 eV. Despite the very approxi-

mate nature of the calculation, this result indicates that

rotational coupling must be significant. For larger values

of e, or larger values of V the maximum value becomes smal-

ler; the dependence of r on these parameters will affect the

dependence of the survival probability Pg on impact parame-

ter b.

The formula for the survival probability P (eq. (2)) be-

comes :

PR(b(0),v ) =exp -27683 it v b2e?/2

s c * co

K(R)
3/2

R4(c(R)+eb)6 .-L.vLjh
R2

(13)

dR

From eq. (13) it becomes :.mmediately clear that P will de-

crease with increasing v > v appears now in the numerator
c c
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•-c

2500 eV
1000eV

b-339
—KkeVdeg)

b=2.67 b(a0)

Figure 4a

Differential cross section calculations for the rotational

coupling model for T e.s depicted in fig. 2; detaclunent in-

creases with increasing E and is impact-localized.

b.339 b-2.94

Figure 4b

The impact-dependent destachment resulting f:rom rotational

coupling for several velues of z .
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whereas for potential coupling it appears in the denominator
2

(cf. eq. (2)). Also since r is proportional to b , there is

a range in which the survival probability can increase with

decreasing b. P (b(0),E ) was evaluated numerically for se-

veral values of e b and E , and the results are depicted in

Fig. 4a,b.

It is shown in fig. 4b that by chosing appropriate values

for e b (and V : 8.98 eV/aQ) one obtains an electron detach-

ment mechanism that is localized and consequently gives rise

to an elastic cross section that increases again at small

impact parameters (large x ) . (For the seemingly more realis-

tic value of e, z3 eV, detachment is not very localized; this

only suggests that the wave functions (10) might not be so

accurate-}

To summarize, although the calculations given here are

very tentative and approximate, they establish several things,

(1) Rotational coupling must be significant for electron de-

tachment in the velocity range studied here.

(2) This mechanism leads to increasing detachment with in-

creasing E , and it can lead to decreasing detachment at
c

small b , i . e . a localized detachment region.

4. RESULTS

Differential cross sections have been measured for all the

combinations of negative halogen ions F , Cl , Br , I~ and

the noble gas azoms He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe. We determine these cross

sections in an energy range of E : 500 - 3000 eV and in an

angular range of 0 - 3 deg. The experimental results are de-

picted for the different halogen ions in the figs.5-7

using the reduced quantities:

p(0) =a(0) 8 sin 9 and x = 0E
c

Several remarks concerning the measurements have to be

made:

1) We assumed an equal detection efficiency for the scattered

ions and neutrals. This assumption is quite reasonable for
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Cf*He

I +He

2000tV

. T(ktVdeg)

Figure 5

Differential cross section measurements fcr collisions of F ,

Cl , Br , I on He.
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Differential cross section measurements for collisions of Br ,

I on Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe.



Cl"+Ar

—^X(keVdeg)

Figure 8

Differential cross section for Cl +Ar, E =2000 eV (see also

fig. 6). (a) the ionic differential cross sec;ionf (b) the

neutral differential cros;s section, (c,d) differentiation to

direct detachment and detachment via excited states (results

of ref. [9]).
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the present E range. It was shown by Wijnaendts van Re-

sandt et al. [10] that for positive ions, above 200 eV, an

equal detection efficiency for ions and neutrals could be

assumed.

2) All the d.c.s. are based on relative measurements, there-

fore a normalization of the d.c.s. for different E is nee-
c

ded. The normalization has been performed utilizing the

elastic part of the d.c.s. which is at angles just below the

angular threshold of detachment.

3) The angular threshold shifts towards smaller angles with

increasing E_. Therefore the ratio of the beam width to

the angular range, owing to pure elastic scattering, can

become unfavourable at higher E . This explains that the

elastic cross sections for high E , below threshold, can

become convoluted with the primary beam.

4) In this experiment only scattered ions and neutrals could

be separated. No further differentiation ;o energy losses

could be made. This implies that the measured d.c.s. may

result from direct detachment and from detachment via ex-

cited states.

The measured d.c.s. for the various systems, figs. 5-7

exhibit, apart from F~, I +Ne..figs. 6.1 and Br~, I~ + He

fig- 5, an almost identical pattern, in order to discuss

this d.c.s. pattern, we will use the CL~+Ar data, fig. 8-

The angular threshold for detachment in the ionic d.c.s. is

reached at 1000 eV deg. In a small T range a depletion of

the ionic channel takes place and towards larger x values

the ionic d.c.s. remains very small. On the other hand, the

neutral d.c.s. exhibits a strong increase in a corresponding

small T range, and it. reaches a maximum value at 2000 eV deg.

The large enhancement of the detachment probability in a

small T interval indicates a strong coupling with the conti-

nuum beyond the angular threshold. Such a strong coupling is

a clear indication that the ion-atom energy curve does cross

the continuum boundary.

Since detachment nay result from direct detachment or

from detachment via excited states the neutral d.c.s. results
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from "both" channels. Fayeton et al. [9] measured the energy

losses of Cl in the d.c.s. for Cl~ +N systems. In the "asym-

metric" systems they found excitations to the lowest possible

s configurations to be dominant, (fig. 2h

Cl~+Ne - Cl*"3p4(1D) 4s2

Cl* 3p4(1D) 4s

(9.98 eV, [11])

Cl" + Xe ->• Xe* 5p5(2P,/o ./0) 6s
2 (7 .7-7 .92 eV, 9 .11-9 .26 eV,[l2])

_ 2

For the "symmetric" case of Cl +Ar the t: ...Citation of the s

configurations appeared to be small. The dominant excitations

have been proposed to be:

Cl*"3p4(1D) 4p2

Cl*"3p4(1S) 4s2

(11.74 eV, [11])

(12.14 eV, [11])

and related Cl states.

In fig. 8 we used the d.c.s. obtained by Fayeton et al.

[9] to make a differentiation in the present Cl +Ar d.c.s.

to "both" detachment channels. The first part of the neutral

d.c.s. is dominated by direct detachment (curve c) whereas

towards larger x values detachment via the excited states be-

comes dominant (curve d) . The Cl~+Ar d.c.s. have been mea-

sured for 750, 1000 and 2000 eV. It is shown in fig. 6 that

the neutral d.c.s. increases with increasing E in the T

range dominated by direct detachment. Also, in fig. 8, we

see that direct detachment is confined to a relatively small

range of angles (or impact parameters). This behaviour of

the neutral d.c.s. is seen throughout all the experimental

results. At large x, where detachment via excited states

appears to dominate, the probability of detachment seems to

decrease with increasing velocity.

The relevant excited states of the other investigated

systems, apart from F~ + Ne, lie at equal or lower energies

in the continuum than in the case of Cl~J-Ar. Hence it may

be reasonable to interpret systems with a d.c.s. pattern
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identical to that of Cl~ + Ar in a way analogous to the

Cl~ + Ar system. From the foregoing considerations about the

experimental d.c.s. we therefore conclude that an increasing

direct detachment as a function of increasing E c has been

found and that it can be an impact-localized process•

F + Ne

F~ + Ne, fig. 6, shows a d.c.s. pattern different from the

other systems, 'me ionic d.c.s. decreases, again in a small

interval, to a irinimum value at 2500 eV deg. However, at lar-

ger T values, where normally detachment via excited states

takes place, the ionic d.c.s. increases again. The neutral

d.c.s. in turn exhibits a bell-shaped curve analogous to the

direct detachment curve as shown in fig. 8 for Cl +Ar.

These features can appear in the d.c.s. if at larger x values

no detachment aJ.ong excited states takes place and if in

addition the direct detachment is localized in a certain

angular interval, beyond threshold. The x range in which de-

tachment via excited states will contribute depends of course

on the energy o:: these states in the continuum. As already

mentioned, in the case of Cl"+ Ar they lie at 10 - 12 eV and

for the other Cl~ + N systems they lie below 10 eV. This will

also be the case for heavier systems like Br , I .

In F~" + Ne, also a "symmetric" case, however, excited

states corresponding with the dominant excitations in Cl~ + Ar

typically lie around 14-16 eV (r*2s22p4 (4)) 3s - 15.5 eV [13]).

Coupling of the F~ + Ne ground state to these excited states

may therefore be expected only at very small b (large x) .

Consequently, detachment via excited states is likely not

to appear in the available experimental range. Since the

ionic d.c.s. fcr F~+Ne increases again at large angles, it

indicates a localized detachment process.

We now compare the experimentally obtained dependence of

direct detachment on velocity and impact parameter with the

theoretically obtained dependence. The results of potential

coupling are depicted in fig. 3 , which shows that this

kind of coupling does not describe the interaction with the
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continuum properly. The results of an interaction based on

rotational coupling are described in fig. 4a, 4b. It now

appears that the experimental features can be reproduced in

a qualitative way. The detachment does increase with increa-

sing E , fig. 4a, and in addition becomes localized in a

small impact parameter range for not too large values of

e. , fig. 4b.

I +Ne

Next we will discuss the system I +Ne, fig. 7 The d.c.s.

of which also exhibits an unusual behaviour. No large de-

pletion of the ionic channel has been found. The ionic d.c.s.

remains large and the neutral d.c.s. small in the measured

x range. Obviously the detachment probability remains small,

which indicates a weak coupling with the continuum. A weak

coupling suggests that the I + Ne potential might not cross

the continuum boundary. The idea of non-crossing potentials

was proposed by C. de Vreugd et al. [14], on the basis of

calculations of Olson and Liu [15]. Their calculations show

for Cl~ + Ar two crossing points for the E-potential with the

continuum boundary. I~ + Ne may be a case for which no cros-

sing point with the continuum exists. This suggestion is con-

sistent with the measurements of Bydin et al. [16]. Bydin

et al. also have made measurements on I +Ne systems, and

they found I +Ne to be exceptional in producing no electrons

from excited states. The d.c.s. of I~ +Ne show again an in-

creasing detachment with increasing E . However, in the case

of non-crossing potentials not only rotational coupling but

also potential coupling can lead to the experimentally found

energy dependence.

Br I +Re

The unfavourable ratio of the masses causes the deflection

angles in the cm. systems to be projected into small labora-

tory angles. The total scattering intensity, therefore, is
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concentrated in this range and it can be shown [17] that this

leads to a maximum in the d.c.s. at the maximum lab.scatter-

ing angle. Since the cross sections are plotted as a function

of xf the maximum will shift to larger T values with increa-

sing energy, see fig. 5 .

Finally we want to note the typical shape of the ionic

d.c.s. at small angles. The d.c.s. in that T range must be

due to purely repulsive scattering. The experimental results

exhibit a d.c.s. that decreases slowly for T + 0 eV deg.
The theoretical potential available for Cl'~+Ar, and used

here in the d.c.s. calculation, shows a d.c.s. that increases

as T •+ 0 eV deg. Since the shape of the d.c.s. is quite sensi-

tive to the curvature of the potential Cl8], this feature

might be helpful in testing the accuracy of potential curve

calculations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Differential cross sections have been measured for the

halogen ion noble gas atom systems. In the analysis of the

d.c.s. two features of direct detachment have been found:

i) the probability of direct detachment increases with in-

creasing collisional energy, E ;

ii) detachment is localized in a certain x (b) interval.

A general approach for direct electron detachment has re-

cently been developed by Taylor and Delos. The coupling with

the continuum is expressed in potential and rotational coup-

ling. The simplest formula for the electron detachment proba-

bility in this theory is the complex potential formula, with

the lifetime inversely related to the coupling matrix element.

The formula was evaluated for a potential coupling model. It

was shown by Champion et al. Cl] and Fayeton et al. [9], that

for low energies ( <100 eV), this model is adequate. However,

the experimental results i) and ii), reported in this paper,

cannot be explained within this model. Therefore we also in-

cluded rotational coupling. An expression was then derived

that described the experimental features in a qualitative way.

Id*
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C H A P T E R III

ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF ELECTRONS DETACHED

: IN Cl~ +NOBLE GAS ATOM COLLISIONS

C. de Vreugd, R.W. Wijnaendts van Resandt1),

J.D. Delos2) and J. Los

ABSTRACT

Energy distributions of electrons detached i n co l l i s ions of Cl~ with

noble gas atoms have been measured for c o l l i s i o n a l energies of 1500 -

3000 eV. These distributions were obtained a t an electron emission angle

of 90 deg. with respect to the Cl~ beam. A time of f l i ght method was

used, which provided a high resolution for low electron energies . An ab-

solute energy calibration was performed with electrons from autodetaching

Cl or xe s ta te s . Maxima i n the distributions were found typ ica l ly at

1 eV. The angular-coupling detachment model was found to be consis tent

with the experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent study [1], experimental differential cross

sections (d.c.s.) were presented for X~+N systems (X~: halo-

gen anion; N: noble gas atom). From the results i t was con-

cluded that in the energy range investigated (500 - 3000 eV) ,

angular coupling can be an important mechanism for electron

detachment.

More detailed information can be obtained if double dif-

ferential cross sections are measured, e.g. a(e,AE), where

AE is the energy loss of the projectile. Experiments of this

) Present address: European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL),
6900-Heidelberg, West-Germany.

Z) On leave from : College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia,
U.S.A..
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kind have been performed by Payeton et al. C 2]. In this way

d.c.s. were obtained for direct detachment and for detachment

via excited states:

C1*~+N

C1

Cl~ + N -> Cl +N+e (direct detachment)

* Cl+N + e (detachment via excited

N(*' +e states, (*) denotes that

target or projectile is

excited)

In addition Cl energy-loss measurements for specific scatter-

ing angles were used to obtain the energy distribution of the

detached electrons. Although the energy resolution was not

satisfactory, the results suggested that the part of the

spectrum representing direct detachment has a maximum at low

energy ( ~ 1 eV) . For the Cl~ - Ne and Cl~ - Xe systems, higher

energy peaks in the distribution indicated excitation to

Cl*" and Xe*~ autodetaching states.

In the present article, we describe a method to measure

the energy distribution of the electrons with a high resolu-

tion at low energies. A time of flight method (T.O.F.) was

used in which the electrons were observed at 90 deg with res-

pect to the Cl beam. The measurements have been performed

for collisional energies E : 1500 - 3000 eV. The Cl neutrals

were detected by a position sensitive detector [1,3] which in

principle allows measurement of "triply"-differential cross

sections: differential in electron energy, electron emission

angle and Cl -deflection angle 0° (b). However, in the direc-

tion of observations, a very small electron count rate was

obtained. Therefore, no differentiation with respect to © (b)

has been made. The electron energy distributions could be

calibrated by utilizing electrons from autodetaching Cl*~

or Xe* states.

The measurements exhibit a maximum for the low electron

energies around 1 eV, in agreement with Fayeton et al. [2].

Also an accurate analysis of the autodetaching states was

possible, which will be discussed in detail elsewhere C4].

Furthermore, calculations were carried out to obtain the
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doubly (to energy and emission angle) differential electron

detachment cross sections based on the angular coupling model

[1]. The shape of the curve and the position of the maxima

were found to be in agreement with the experimental data which

therefore are consistent with this angular coupling model.

EXPERIMENTAL

The T.O.F. measurements were obtained by an apparatus drawn

schematically in fig. 1. Apart from the T.O.F. technique the

apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere [1,5]. In a

synopsis: negative ions are formed in a surface ionization

source, after which mass selection is performed by a Wien

filter. The experiments were performed with the isotope CI35-

The two sets of electrostatic lenses focus the beam through

a collision chamber on a position-sensitive channelplate de-

tector. With this detector the scattered intensity can be

measured in a small angular range (0-3 deg) with a high re-

solution .

The T.O.F. technique has been employed to obtain the low

energy electron distribution in the following way. The colli-

sion chamber is mounted in a flight tube of length H. = 50 cm.

The flight tube consists of two concentric ii-metal tubes which

are spaced at a distance of 15 mm. In this way the earth's

magnetic field can be reduced to 1 milligauss. The end of the

flight tube is formed by a highly transparent grid. To avoid

stray electric fields the collision chamber has been made

of gold,and the grid and the inner surface of the flight tube

have been gold plated. The collision chamber has diaphragms

of 0.5 mm and 0.78 mm for the entrance and the exit of the

beam. The.scattering length is 1 mm. The chamber is provided

with a third aperture, perpendicular to the primary beam di-

rection, which gives access to the flight tube. The dimensions

of this aperture are: I = 0.5 mm, 0 = 0.1 mm. Electrons emer-

ging from the collision chamber at 90 deg with respect to the

primary beam in a solid angle cone for which 6) max = 5 deg

are detected with a time delay t1# which for a 1 eV electron

amounts to 0.854 ps.
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channel plate
detector
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OJ

collision
chamber

computer

grids channeltron

Figure 1

Schematic diagram of the time of flight experiment. The col-

lision chamber is mounted in a flight tube that consists of two

concentric, y-metal tubes. A, is the flight length for the detach-

ed electrons (8, amounts to 5 deg). &o is the flight length

x max i*
for the Cl neutrals. £0O amounts to 3 deg). A channeltron

£, max

pulse starts the T.A.C. and a pulse from the channelplate detec-

tor stops it.
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At a distance of 4 cm behind the end grid of the flight tube

which is at earth potential a second highly transparent grid

is placed at a voltage of 60 V. Detection is performed by

means of a 50 mm 0 channeltron multiplier (Galileo, SEM

4800) the entrance of which is at 100 V. The channeltron pro-

vides a pulse that starts the T.A.C. On the other hand the

Cl neutralsi which are scattered within 3 deg, have a flight

length I- =33-25 cm and are detected by the channelplate

detector after a flight time of t2 (~ 3 us) . These pulses

stop the T.A.C. In this way an electron distribution is ob-

tained as a function of the differences in flight times:

The T.A.C. output was stored in a 256 channel array of a

minicomputer. The time t1 then follows from:

t1 = a (nfc - nT) ,

in which n denotes the channel number and I/a, the number of

channels*per vis. Calibration of the T.A.C. was performed by

a standard tunable delay line.

Although in principle T gives the time of flight of the

electron, a method has been used which eliminates internal

delays of the electronic circuits. Electrons emerging from

the collision chamber were accelerated to an energy of 100 eV,

by means of a voltage at a diaphragm d1 (not depicted in

fig. 1), placed at a distance of 2 mm behind the electron

aperture. The flight time for electrons is then reduced to

84 ns. In this way the flight time of the neutrals, which is

on the order of 3 us is determined to within an accuracy of

15 ns, see fig. 4. With respect to this calibration peak, the

flight time of detached electrons has been measured.

Since we measure the time difference, T, a high energy re-

solution can be obtained at low electron energies. The ener-

gy resolution is mainly limited by uncertainties in the flight

length of electrons and ions. The detachment process takes

place within a scattering length of 1 mm, AH2 = 1 mm. Further-

more, since the electrons and neutrals are observed within a
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small solid angle cone, this results in additional uncertain-

ties of AA~ « 1 mm and Al K2.5 mm. The energy resolut ion

Ae/e thus can be expressed by:

At, AS.
(-5-

1 2

In the present case for 0.50 eV electrons and 2000 eV Cl :

Ae=0.02 eV. In the experimental results for these energies

A e ~ 0.03-0.05 eV was found.

In dealing with electrons of low energies, extreme

care has to be taken in applying the T.O.F. method. Stray

electric and magnetic fields not only change the apparent

energy of the detached electrons, but they may also effect

the transmission of electrons through the flight tube.

Therefore such fields have to be eliminated. Concerning the

magnetic field, this can easily be done, as already point-

ed out with y-metal shielding . The electric fields are more

difficult, notwithstanding the fact that collision chamber

and flight tube have been gold plated. However, for the pre-

sent type of collision an absolute energy calibration can

be performed by utilizing the autodetaching states of Cl*~

or Xe* . The energies for some of these states are accurate-

ly known. They provide therefore electrons of precisely known

energies from the interaction region. As discussed later

a potential shift of 0.21 eV was found, owing to a contact

potential difference between the collision chamber and the dia-

phragm d 1 of the flight tube. This difference was caused by

the fact that the collision chamber was made of an alloy of

gold and a low percentage of copper, whereas the diaphragm

dx and the other parts of the flight tube were plated with

pure gold.

The experiments were carried out with a gas pressure of

5 * 10 Torr in the collision chamber. The primary beam inten-

sity was such that normally a count rate of 20 000 c/s

for neutrals were detected within 3 deg. The count rate of

observed electrons only amounted to 14 c/s. Without scatter-

ing gas a background of 3 c/s was present, which causes a

flat background in the time of flight spectra. All data hand-

ling and storage were performed by means of a mini-computer.
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THEORETICAL

The electron detachment model based on angular coupling

of the discrete X~ + N state and its continuum has been des-

cribed in detail in the preceding paper [1]. This model

leads to a survival probability (all formulae are in atomic

units): t

Ps(b,t) =exp- f d£ (1)

-\
el

For the model defined in [1], T was found to be:

r(e,oje ;b,R) =512 sin 9cos <j) — ^ (2)
R4 (e

for simplicity we write

in which e, the electron binding energy in X ,

R(t) the internuclear separation,

e=£(R) the energy of an electron detached at R,

v the incident ion velocity,

el
0) = (

the impact parameter,
el,,, -LX

r represents the rate of electrons of energy e which pro-
el

pagate outward in the u> (9,<f>) direction. This rate depends

upon R and for angular coupling it also depends upon b.

f is the electron production rate integrated over the electron

emission angles, so Ps(b,t) represents the probability of

survival-of the negative ion at t on the path having impact
elparameter b. The parameters E and u are referred to the

rotating molecular frame. Since in the model used for r it

was implicitly assumed that the electron is carried on the

X ion, the origin of the rotating frame is the X~ ion.

The "triply" differential cross section representing simul-

taneous observation of an electron of energy e at angles
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ojel(8f(j)) and a neutral X at angles

of mass frame is

in the centre

a (e,a)el;G°) Pd(e,a)
el;b,Rx) (3)

where

(1 =•) and a° (£2°) the classical cross section

R =R (e) is the point at which the energy of the discrete

state crosses that of the continuum state of electron energy

e. This happens twice, once on the incoming'and once on the

outgoing path of the trajectory at time tl and

In the linear acproxiraation we can write

l

V I ID _ U \ fill

R is the crossing point of the discrete state with the conti-

nuum boundary, and

v — — (V -
dR K bb

which has a constant value in the model used, see Cl]-

In these experiments we measured coincidences between elec

trons emitted perpendicular to the beam.

~ 9 0 - z e r o

and neutral X particles scattered to any solid angle within

the cone of acceptance of the channelplate detector

< Glab < 3 deg, 0 <

Accordingly the cross section in eq. (3) has to be transfor-

med from the rotating X~ frame to the laboratory frame and

integrated over the neutral scattering angles.

The transformation from the rotation X~ frame to the labo-

ratory frame is accomplished in two steps. First a rotation
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matrix takes us from the rotating to a non-rotating X frame,

then a Galilean transformation takes us to the laboratory

frame.

Let r=(x,y,z) then be coordinates of the electron expres-

sed in the non-rotating frame, while r1 = (x* ,y',z') denotes

the same vector in the rotating frame. Figure 2 depicts the

relation of the two sets of reference axes; the relation be-

tween them is:

x1 = x cos 0 cos $ + y cos 0 sin $ - z sin 0 ,

y' =-x sin $ + y cos 4 , .

z' = x sin 0 cos $ + y sin 0 sin $ + z cos 0 .

(4)

In T the product of s i n 6cos2<|> = ( x ' / r 1 ) 2 appears, using eq .
(4) we ob ta in :

sin 0 cos <|> = — cos 0 cos 4 + £ cos 0 sin 4 - — sin 0 (5)

For a chosen electron detection angle 0®1 in the non-rotating

X frame / such that y=0; we have

xD el zD el—=: = Sin 0_, and -^ = cos QZ -

Then from eq. (5)

sin ecos^ = (sin0® cos 0 cos 4 - cosO^sin 0 ) 2 (6)

Applying the transformation there is no change in the energy

of the emitted electrons and du>el/d$2el = 1, (flel = fiel (0,$)) ,

Combining then eq. (6) and (3) we obtain the "triply" differential

cross section in the non-rotating frame:

a =ac (sin 0® cos 0 cos 4- cos 0®1 sin 0) 2 x

T(e;b,R)

Expressing the classical cross section as bdb

sin 0°d0°

(7)

, we then
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integrate the X -scattering angles £2°; (ac dfi = bdb d$ ) . ,

It will be clear, however, that $ =0, and so the <J> integra-

tion changes the angular factor such that

sin2 6 cos2
 (J)=2IT(COS2 Q®1 sin2© + h sin2" 0®1'cos2©)'.

Since this equation is identical for 9 = - 9, one can include,

in eq. (7) electron detachment for R (e);at time t and t

in a straightforward way by substituting:

p (t ) +P (t ) for P (t ' ) .s s s

The measured "doubly" differential cross section is;

2TTate,©®1) = ,©,; sin 0od0°

Since s i n 0 = b / R (see f i g . 2 ) , we o b t a i n f i n a l l y :

,© = 2 T T j
bc(Ec)

| sin2©®1 (1 - b2/R2) )

^r(e;b,Rx) bdb (8)

The lower limit b c in the integral is determined by the avai-

lable reduced angular scattering range x(b ) = 0° . E , (which

is dependent on the repulsive potentials used).

The next step is the transformation of the cross section ob-

tained in the non-rotating frame to a cross section in the

laboratory frame:

It has been shown by Yu. S. Gordeev et al. [6] that such a

transformation is described by:

sin©
lab
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Z'

Figure 2

a) The rotating te',y\z') and the non-rotating (x,y,z) frame

of reference for an electron emitted from the projectile X.

The frames are related via rotations by the angles 0 and *.

The target N is passed at impact parameter b. The internuclear

axis is in the z' direction; therefore b and R are related
- X

through sin0 = b/R . V is the ion velocity, $° is the azimuthal

scattering angle.

b) The velocity diagram for electrons emitted in the non-rotating
-y -*•

frame with a velocity v and an observed velocity v 1 . in

the laboratory frame; v is the ion velocity.
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Figure 3

Doubly differential cross section calculations based on the angu-

lar coupling model for several angles of electron detection.
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where

e1 =•£ v2

2 Vc
(Mv_ the mass of the X ion )

In addition one can show in fig. 2:

cos 9el = - 1) + cos 9*^ (1 + Y

where

Y = / -=-

and

- 1))

(9)

Calculations of the doubly differential cross sections

have been performed for 2000 eV (for Cl~+Ar) for several

angles o~ electron detection. We took eb = 3.6 eV (the elec-

tron binding energy in Cl~), V =8.98 eV/aQ and t>c(Ec) =2 aQ,

R =3.39 aQ. The results are depicted in fig. 3. The calcu-

lations show maxima in the cross section at low electron

energies 0.6-1.2 eV. For smaller values of e^ it can be

shown that these maxima shift towards lower energies. Further-

more, a non-uniform angular distribution for the emitted

electrons is found with minimum values for the cross section

at 90 deg. The Doppler shift, owing to the ion velocity,

causes a cross section in the direction of the beam (zero

deg) which is larger than at 180 deg.

The absolute value of the cross section will increase slight-

ly with increasing incident velocity, as expected from

the general velocity dependence of angular coupling.
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Figure 4

A time of flight spectrum obtained for Cl +Ne. The broad maximum

corresponds to low energy electrons (as indicated), the narrow

peak at 10 eV corresponds to electrons from the autodetaching

Cl state. The peak. Cl. _ is the calibration peak for the

flight tines of the electrons.
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RESULTS

Electron distributions have been obtained for the systems

Cl~+N in an energy range of 1500-3000 eV. A typical T.O.F.

spectrum is shown for Cl~ +Ne in fig. 4. The spectrum exhibits

a broad peak corresponding to low energy electrons and a very

narrow one corresponding to electrons from autodetaching

states at 10 eV. Furthermore, the calibration peak of electrons

accelerated to 100 eV is shown. Such spectra have to be con-

verted to an electron energy distribution. The spectrum, as

shown in fig. 4, exhibits a flat background. Before transfor-

ming to energy, the average value of the background was sub- .

stracted from each channel. In order to obtain the intensity in

the energy domain, one has to transform the measured intensi-

ties according to the relationship between the cross sections:

a(e/9) ~a(t1,e) e

a(e,8) will hence forth refer to the laboratory frame.

An absolute energy calibration has been performed by means

of electrons detached from autodetaching Cl* and Xe* states.

Fayeton et al. [2] already found for Cl +Ne a broad peak of

a few eV around 10 eV and it was suggested that detachment via
*— 4 1 2excitations mainly occurs via the states Cl 3p ( D) 4s and

* 4 1Cl 3p ( D) 4s and to a lesser extent via states like:

Cl*" 3p4(1D) 4p2 and Cl*~ 3p4(1S) 4s2.

The present T.O.F. method offers a high resolution for low

electron energies. The electrons emitted from the collision

chamber were, therefore, deaccelerated with a voltage of 9.20 eV

on the diaphragm d,. In this way one obtains a high energy re-

solution for electrons around 10 eV.

The resulting energy spectrum for Cl~ + Ne is shown in fig. 5b.

Obviously two peaks have been observed, one at 9.20 +.44 eV

and the other at 9.20 + .53 eV. Since the electrons were emitted

from the Cl ~ ion and have been observed at 90 deg, one has

to add according to eq. (9) an energy e1 =0.03 eV to the mea-

sured energies. The energy difference between the two peaks

amounts 0.09 eV. This spectrum is easily identified as resul-

ting from the Cl*" 3p4(1D) 4s2 state. This autodetaching state

makes a transition to the Cl2P1/2 or Cl
2P 3 / 2 state. These two
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a) The calibrated energy distribution for electrons detached in

Cl~+Ne collisions (for 20p0 eV) .

*- 4 1 2
b) Electrons detached-from the autodetaching Cl 3p ( D)4s

' 2 9
state. Transitions are possible to the Cl . and Cl P
states.
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10

a) The calibrated energy distribution for electrons detached in
_ $

Cl +Xe collisions (for 2000 eV). :

b) Electrons detached from the autodetaching Xe 5p ( P, ,_)6s

state.
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3p4(1D) 4s2
levels are separated by 0.106 eV, [7]. The Cl

state, however, lies at an energy of 9.97 eV (Matese et al.

[83). This 0.21 eV difference in energy, as already stated,

was found to be due to a contact potential between the colli-

sion chamber and the diaphragm dj_. During the electron energy

measurements we compensated this by applying a voltage of 0.21

between collision chamber and diaphragm.

The autodetaching states in the other systems can be re-

solved in an analogous way. For Cl~ + Xe, fig. 6b, a single

narrow peak (F.W.H.M. ~ 0.03 eV) at 7.25 + 0;56 eV is observed.

This spectrum also shows directly the energy resolution

that can be achieved. Since these electrons are emitted from

the Xe ion, no corrections of the measured energies have to

be made. The energy can be identified with the Xe 5p ( P3<2)6

state, for which experimental results between 7.80 - 7.92 eV

have been found, see C9].

It will be clear that by means of such known autodetaching

states an absolute energy calibration is possible. Moreover,
_ 2

these spectra show that in case of Cl + Ne, Xe the lowest s

configurations are mainly excited/ in agreement with the

measurements of Fayeton et al. [2] (see also C4]).

The calibrated low electron energy distributions are depic-

ted for the several systems in the figs. 5a,6a,7. These low

energy electrons have been mainly produced by direct de-

tachment. Although low energy electrons can also be produced

via the channels

Cl +N
Cl + N + e

"*•"•» Cl + N * + e

their contributions will be small. Small contributions are

expected since the cross sections for detachment via excited

states (including autodetaching states) have been found to be

much smaller than for direct detachment (see e.g. Fayeton et

al. D2]). The contributions of low energy electrons from

excited states will be especially small when autodetaching

states are important. Here we found almost exclusively excita-

tions of the lowest possible autodetaching states. As the cor-

responding excited neutral states lie at somewhat higher
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The calibrated low enorgy distr ibution for electrons detached in

Cl~_-.He, Ar, Kr coll ij i ions (for 2000 eV) .
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energies, they will give minor contributions to detachment.

The ratio of electrons produced by autodetaching states to

that produced by direct detachment is a measure of the ratio

of the corresponding cross sections. In- the case of Cl + Xe

and Cl~ +Ne (fig. 4) a ratio of ~ 1/40 was found, which

indicates the relative small cross section for detachment

via excited states.

The measured energy distributions all exhibit a similar

shape, except in the case of Cl~+He. Maxima in the distri- •

bution are found that lie typically at about 1 eV or somewhat

lower. These maxima are in agreement vrith those which are

indicated by the data of Fayeton et al..In fig. 3, the calcu-

lations for the angular coupling model are depicted. It

follows from these calculations that angular coupling gives

an energy distribution for detached ele.ctrons with shape and

maximum that are consistent with the experimental results.

The measurements were repeated for co.Llisional energies be-

tween 1500 - 3000 eV.- The resulting distributions did not show

a significant change in shape. From the model calculations

such, a change is not expected either. An ultimate test for the

angular coupling model, however, will be electron measurements

at different angles of observation. In that case also the pre-

dicted non-uniformity of the distribution can be tested. Al-

ready in this experiment a rough estimate of the absolute

cross section shows that non-uniformity is quite likely.

We found for a Cl countrate of 20 00C c/s an electron count-

rate of 9 c/s.

For Cl +He a much broader energy spectrum has been measu-

red. For this system the availcile lciboratory angular

range (3 deg.) corresponds to ci large center of mass angular-

range (up to 30 deg). Therefore, electrons detached at very

small .impact parameters can be expec-ced. For such close colli-

sions, however, the linear approximation for e(R),eq. (3')# lio

longer holds. A more rapid increase of e (R) will be present,

and that will lead to a broader energy distribution for de-

tached electrons. .
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CONCLUSION

Energy distributions have been obtained for electrons de-

tached in Cl' + N collisions. Absolute calibration of the

energy scale was performed using autodetaching states.

Maxima of distributions; have been found around 1 eV. In a pre-

vious paper Ll] an angular coupling model was developed

to explain detachment features in differential cross sections.

Calculations for electron detachment cross sections, based

on this model, have been found to be consistent with the pre-

sent experimental data.
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C H A P T E R IV

THE WELL DEPTHS OF XeF AND XeCl FROM

DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS

C. de Vreugd, R.W, Wijnaendts van Resandt and J. Los

FOM-institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics,

Kruislaan 407, Amsterdam/Wgm., The Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

Elast ic d i f ferent ia l cross sect ion measurements were performed for

F +Xe and Cl +Xe in an energy range of 250 - 500 eV and in an angular

range of 0 - 6 mrad. In contrast t o the case of Cl" on Xe, the rainbow

structure i n the cross section for F~ on Xe was wel l resolved. From the

measurements the well depth of XeF~ has been determined to be 0.28+^04 eV,

while for XeCl" the well depth should be l e s s than 0.14 eV.

Because of the importance of rare gas halide enimers in

the development of lasers for the ultra violet, there is an

increasing interest in the existence and stability of the

rare gas halides and their anions. Although there is s t i l l

quite a lot of speculation about the stability of rare gas

halide anions, there recently have been a few reports on

stable or longllved anions of these molecules. Begun and

Compton Cl] did observe XeF~ resulting from dissociative

electron-detachment of XeFg and XeF4. The l ife time with

respect to autodetachment is claimed to be larger than

10 sec. The XeCl~ anion has been detected by Riveros et al.

r.2] by means of ion cyclotron resonance.

Now at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL),

Postfach 10.2209, 6900 Heidelberg, Germany.
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Figure 1

The differential cross section for F +Xe at a collisional

energy of 300 eV. The dotted curve is the experimental cross

section and is arbitrarily vertically shifted. The solid

curve is a calculation based upon the potential proposed. In

order to diminish the heavy oscillatory pattern in the lat-

ter cross section a suitable convolution of the calculated

points was made.
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They estimated the binding energy to be about 0.5 eV.

Krauss & Liu [3 J calculated the potential curve of the XeF

groundstate and remarked that the well depth for XeF is

excepted to be larger than for XeCl" since the repulsive

overlap of XeCl exceeds that of XeF .

Moro accurate values for the binding energies can be de-

rived from differential cross section measurements, if the

rainbow structures are resolved. In an attempt to obtain

these structures differential cross section measurements for

F~ and Cl~ scattered from Xe were performed. The collisional

laboratory energy ranged from 250 to 500 eV. The angular

range was 0 to 6 mrad. The equipment used to obtain the

cross sections is described in detail elsewhere [4]. In

short the experimental set up is as follows.

A negative ion beam, extracted from a surface ionization

source, is focused by means of electrostatic lenses on a

position sensitive channelplate detector. In this way a focus

diameter of 50 pm could be obtained at the detector. The

beam intensity amounted to approximately 10 Amp. Such

negative ion beams could be made as low as 250 eV. At lower

energies the focus diameter and intensity of the beam presen-

ted serious problems. Scattered ions, emerging from a colli-

sion chamber placed just behind the electrostatic lenses,

were detected by the channelplate detector over the angular

range of 0 - 6 mrad. In the collision chamber a pressure of

5 x10 Torr was maintained during the measurements.

All the data processing was performed by means of a

mini-computer.

For the system F +Xe, the rainbow structure was well re-

solved. The reduced experimental differential cross section,

p, at 300 eV, as a function of the reduced scattering angle,

T, (eV*deg.), is shown in fig. (1).

At present no potential calculations for F~ + Xe are avai-

lable. Therefore a potential was assumed, that adequately

could reproduce the features of the experimentally obtained

scattering pattern. This potential is derived from the sum

of the repulsive part of the potential for Ne +Xe [5], the

isoelectronic equivalent of F~ + Xe, and the attractive part

of the F +Xe potential caused by the ion-induced dipole in-

teraction .

u--
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The respulsive part of the Ne +Xe potential can be des-

cribed for R > 4 a by one exponential term:

V(R) =A exp -aR, with A = 5538 eV and a = 1.88 a-1

The ion-induced dipole interaction is given by:

V(R) =a
Xe 2R4

3in which a x is the polarizability of Xenon; 27.3 a

In order to obtain a good agreement with the experimental

data the parameter a was adjusted. The final potential is

given by:

V(R) =5538 exp(-r.94*R) -371.4 R~4 (eV), (R in a Q).

The differential cross section calculated by means of this

potential is the solid curve shown in fig. (1). The potential

has a well depth of 0.28 eV and an equilibrium distance of 5.35 a

This potential is of course by no means unique; a could be

changed by 2% and still a reasonable agreement with the ex-

perimental cross section was maintained. The 2% variation

of a results in a 15% variation of the well depth.

An attempt was also made to obtain the rainbow structure

in the differential cross section for Cl~+Xe. However,

such a structure could not be found, even at a collisional

energy as low as 250 eV. Hence the rainbow maximum lies at

a value T R at least smaller than 10 eV.deg.

Several approximations derived from a variety of systems

[6], show a linear relationship between T,, and the well
is.

depth. Assuming such a relationship, the well depth of XeCl~

can be estimated to be smaller than 0.14 eV.

From these measurements we can conclude that XeF has in-

deed a stable anion. However the binding energy of XeF~

appears to be considerably smaller than estimated by Krauss

and Liu [3]. The same holds for the binding energy of XeCl",

for which the estimate of 0.5 eV'made by Riveros et al. [2],

appears to be too high.
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SUMMARY

r

In this thesis the electron-detachment process that occurs

in negative ion-atom collisions is investigated. The detach-

ment of the electron is a consequence of the coupling of the

discrete ion(X~) - atom(N) state to its continuum. This con-

tinuum consists of X + N+e(e) states where the electron can

have any energy e. Electron detachment can most simply be

represented as;

X +N

X +N (1)

+ N + e(e') (2) (electron detachment)

The ian-atom collision is therefore characterized by two

outgoing channels. The collision takes place elastically via

channel (1) or inelastically via channel (2), In the latter

case a transition to a continuum of states occurs and an

electron e, originally bound to the negative ion, is emitted

with a certain energy e'.

For the energy range of the present experiments a quasi-

molecular description applies. The detachment can then be

discussed in terms of a general curve-crossing model for the

ion-atom state and the continuum of states. Whether or not a

curve crossing actually occurs depends on the negative ion-

atom systems involved.

In collisions, like Cl +Ar, a crossing does occur at a

certain internuclear distance R . Scattering spectra are

therefore characterized by elastic scattering (1) for impact

parameters larger than R . whereas for impacts smaller than

Rc they are characterized by scattering via the detachment

channel (2).

Molecules, like KCl~, have a small electron affinity

( <1 eV). Therefore the Cl~ + K anion potential is not expec-

ted to cross the Cl+K potential. Consequently in this kind

of systems electron detachment is not likely to occur.

In order to study the electron detachment mechanism in

these two kinds of systems, differential cross sections were
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measured for the collisions of F , Cl , Br , I (X ) on

He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and on Na, k. In the case of electron de-

tachment also electron energy distributions were obtained for

some of the systems.

The cross sections were obtained for small scattering angles

(e.g. 0-3 deg) utilizing channelplate detectors. The elec-

tron energies were measured by time of flight measurements.

The main principles of the apparatus used for these measure-

ments are described in the Introduction.

In chapter I the experiments concerning X +Na, K (M) "

collisions are discussed. For these systems indeed no inelas-

tic processes were found, specifically no electron detachment.

Scattering phenomena, owing to the attractive X +M potentials,

like the primary and secondary rainbows, were used to deter-

mine the well depths of these potentials. By means of the

known X + M potentials it then became possible to determine the

electron affinities of the MX molecules.

Chapter II deals with the systems X~ + noble gas atoms. In

the collisions of these systems electron detachment does occur.

Differential cross sections were measured for several colli-

sional energies. A clear energy dependence was observed from

which could be concluded that the detachment increases with

increasing collisional energy. In addition the detachment

process appears to be localized in a certain impact parameter

range. Because both phenomena are not consistent with earlier

theoretical models, a new model for electron detachment is

proposed in chapter II. -The model is based on the so-called

angular coupling between the discrete state and the continuum

of states, in this way the experimentally found phenomena can

be explained in a semi-quantitative way.

The energy distributions measured for electrons that are

emitted in Cl + noble gas atom collisions are given in chapter

III. These distributions exhibit a maximum for the electron

energies around 1 eV. For such low electron energies an abso-

lute calibration of the energy measurements is necessary.

A calibration was obtained with the electrons of Cl*~ and Xe*~

auto-detaching states, the energies of which are well known.
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The detachment model proposed in chapter II was used for

some model calculations. The low energy distributions measured

were found to be in good agreement with the distributions

based on this model.

Finally, in chapter IV, some measurements are discussed

for the collisions of F~ and Cl~ on Xe. In the case of F~ + Xe,

for a low collisional energy, a rainbow structure was resolved

in the elastic scattering channel, A potential model could be

fitted to this structure. In this way the binding energy of

XeF~ was determined at 0.28 + 0.04 eV. In the case of Cl~ + Xe,

no rainbow structure could be resolved, thereby indicating

that this system has a binding energy of less than 0.14 eV.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift is "electron detachment" onderzocht,

een van de kenmerkende processen in negatieve ion-atoom bot-

singen. "Electron detachment" is de botsingsgeïnduceerde emis-

sie van het electron dat oorspronkelijk aan het ion gebonden

was. Deze electronen-emissie is het resultaat van een inter-

actie van de discrete ion(X~) - atoom(N) toestand met het bij

deze toestand behorende continuum. Dit continuum wordt ge-

vormd door X+M + e(e) toestanden, waarbij het electron élke

energie e kan aannemen. Electron detachment is op de meest

eenvoudige wijze weer te geven door:

X~+N (1)

X ~ + N < ^

X + N + e(e') (2) (electron detachment)

De botsing kan dus via twee reactiekanalen verlopen. De ver-

strooiing is elastisch en verloopt via kanaal (1), ofwel er

treedt"electron detachment" op en verloopt dan via kanaal (2)-

In het laatste geval is de discrete ion-atoom toestand over-

gegaan naar een continuum toestand met een vrij electron met

energie E1 .

Voor de botsingssnelheden in de hier beschreven experimen-

ten voldoet de z.g. quasi-moleculaire beschrijving. Het elec-

tronen-emissie proces kan dan worden gezien als het resultaat

van een kruising van de ion-atoom potentiaal met potentialen

behorende bij de continuumtoestanden. Of zo'n kruising plaats

vindt hangt van het ion-atoom systeem af.

In botsingen, zoals Cl" +Ar,kruist de Cl~ + Ar potentiaal

inderdaad de continuumgrens op een zekere internucleaire

afstand Rc (de Cl+Ar potentiaal). De verstrooiing voor bot-

singsparameters groter dan Rc is volkomen elastisch (1), ter-

wijl voor botsingsparameters kleiner dan R de verstrooiing

bijna geheel door electronen-emissie (2) wordt bepaald.

Moleculen,zoals KC1,bezitten een kleine (<1 eV) electro-

nenaffiniteit. Daarom is het niet te verwachten dat de Cl~ + K

potentiaal de Cl +K potentiaal zal kruisen. Dientengevolge is
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voor dit soort systemen "electron-detachment" niet waarschijn-

lijk.

Teneinde de electronen-emissie in beide systemen te bestu-

deren, zijn twee soorten metingen verricht. Allereerst werden

differentiële werkzauie doorsneden verricht voor botsingen van

F~, Cl", Br", I~ (X~) met He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe en met Na, K. Voor

sommige systemen waarin slectronen-emissie optreedt werd

bovendien de energieverdeling voor de electronen gemeten.

De differentiële werkzame doorsneden werden gemeten onder

zeer kleine verstrooiingshoeken (0-3 graden.) . Hierbij werd

gebruik gemaakt van "channel plate" detectoren. De electronen-

energieën werden bepaald met looptijdmetingen voor het neu-

traal en het uitgezonden electron. Een beschrijving van het

apparaat dat gebruikt werd voor deze metingen wordt gegeven

in de Introductie.

In hoofdstuk I worden de experimenten voor de systemen

X~+Na, K (M) besproken. Bij deze botsingen werden inderdaad

geen inelastische processen waargenomen, en in het bijzonder

geen electronen-emissie. Typische botsingsverschijnselen, ten

gevolge van de verstrooiing langs een attractieve potentiaal,

zoals regenboogverschijnselen, domineren de verstrooiings-

spectra. Deze verschijnselen werden gebruikt om de bindings-

energieën van de (XM) systemen te bepalen. Bovendien zijn de

potentialen van de neutrale M + X systemen goed bekend. Het

was hiermee dan ook mogelijk de electronen affiniteiten voor

de M + X systemen te bepalen.

In hoofdstuk II worden de systemen X~ + edelgasatomen be-

sproken. Bij deze botsingen treedt nU wel degelijk electronen-

emissie op. Differentiële werkzam' doorsneden werden gemeten

zowel voor het elastische als voor het "detachment" kanaal.

Een energie-afhankelijkheid voor het "detachment" proces werd

waargenomen, en wel zodanig dat met toenemende botsingssnel-

heid het "detachment" proces toenam. Bovendien blijkt het

"detachment" proces geiocaliseerd te zijn in een klein bot-

sings-parameter gebied.

Deze twee waarnemingen zijn niet in overeenstemming te

brengen met reeds bestaande theoretische modellen. Daarom

wordt een nieuw "electron-detachment" model voorgesteld in
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hoofdstuk II. Het model is gebaseerd op "rotational coupling"

van de ion-atoom toestand met het continuum. Met dit model

zijn de experimenteel gevonden resultaten semi-qualitatief te

verklaren.

De energieverdelingen voor electronen-emissie in Cl + edel-

gasatomen worden gegeven in hoofdstuk III. De verdelingen

vertonen een maximum in de electronen-energie van rond 1 eV.

Voor zulke lage energieën is een absolute energie-ijking nood-

zakelijk. Deze ijking werd verkregen met electronen uitgezon-

den van auto-ioniserende toestanden (Cl en Xe ), waarvan

de energieën goed bekend zijn.

Enige modelberekeningen werden gedaan met het "detachment"

model beschreven in hoofdstuk II. De experimentele verdelin-

gen kwamen goed overeen met verdelingen gebaseerd op dit

model.

Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk IV enige verstrooiingsexperi-

menten van F~ en Cl~ aan Xe besproken. In het geval van F~ + Xe

kon voor kleine botsingsenergieën de regenboogstructuur in

het elastische kanaal worden opgelost. Een potentiaal model

kon worden "aangepast" aan deze structuur. Op deze manier

werd de bindingsenergie van XeF~ bepaald op 0.28 + 0.04 eV.

In het geval van Cl + Xe kon geen regenboog worden opgelost,

waaruit kon worden geconcludeerd dat XeCl" een bindingsener-

gie kleiner dan 0.14 eV heeft.
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Differentiële werkzame doorsneden van botsingen
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preparaat te detecteren.
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1975, 33.

VII
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via foto-emissie wordt veelal een met cesium bedekt
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tengevolge van beeldfouten van de door de spletei:
gevormde lenzen.
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670.
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absolute metingen.

L.H.Toburen en W.E.Wilson, Rev. Sei. Instr.i
46, 1975, 851. ;

Dit proefschrift: hoofdstuk III
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Gezien het toekomstbeeld van een nijpend energie-
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